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Abstract
In this thesis, shooting manipulation, in which a robotic manipulator utilizes
a thrown end-effector equipped with a thin flexible tether to effect and/or
constrain a separate target, is proposed. It is believed that this method
will allow robots to accomplish tasks that have not previously been possible
using conventional robot manipulation methods.
While thrown-hand robotic manipulation strategies have been discussed
and utilized previously, the distinguishing feature of the shooting manipu-
lation method is its ability to propel an end-effector much like a chameleon
impulsively launches his/her tongue to catch prey, and with sufficient initial
velocity to accomplish a given task.
The uniqueness of shooting manipulation compared to other existing types
of robotic manipulation can be explained clearly based on the initial crit-
ical velocity of the end-effector, which cannot accomplish a given task if
insufficient.
Reaching, defined here as a method where the velocity of the end-effector
is required to be almost zero at the target point, is one of the most typical
shooting manipulation motions. Although a typical shooting manipulator
has a very simple mechanical construction, the overall shooting manipulation
system can be expressed as a hybrid dynamical system in which the projectile
motion and the mass-spring-damper system motion are switched depending
on the tension of the flexible string. Based on the mathematical model of the
shooting manipulation, the critical velocity required for reaching is shown
explicitly.
Because of the difficulty in measuring the end-effector position in real time,
parameter adjustment in a feedforward manner provides a more reasonable
method for achieving tasks than does precise feedback control. Herein, a
parameter adjustment method for the shooting manipulation system that
utilizes hybrid dynamics to achieve reaching is proposed and verified with
numerical simulations.
In addition to simple reaching, chameleon-like quick-capturing, blind-spot
access, and string looping using a prototype shooting manipulator are also
experimentally demonstrated.
A typical shooting manipulator consists of an end-effector, an impulse
force generator, and a device for constraining the end-effector at a remote
site that includes a flexible string. A prototype device uses an air jet to
generate the impulsive force needed to propel the end-effector.
Quick-capturing is a task inspired by chameleon predation, in which the
end-effector reaches the target point, captures a target, and then pulls it
back to the shooting point. An artificial ”suction-tongue” was developed
for use as the special end-effector in order to permit versatile capturing of a
target object.
Blind spot access is a task in which the end-effector has to change its
direction of travel at a turning point in order to access to a spot that cannot
be observed from the shooting point. Herein, it is demonstrated that the
end-effector could be turned not only vertically (i.e., in the direction of the
gravity) at a remote site, but also laterally, by applying an appropriate
mechanical constraint through a flexible string.
String looping is a difficult task in which an end-effector trailing a string
has to make a round trip through a remote target opening. In this task,
cooperative dual shooting manipulators are effective. Here, the end-effector
fired by the first shooting manipulator passes through a target opening by
lateral access to a blind spot after which the end-effector of the second
shooting manipulator traps the first one near the target opening using the
quick-capturing method.
These task demonstrations indicate that the chameleon-inspired shooting
manipulation strategy will extend the range of achievable robotic tasks due
to a variety of end-effector motions.
